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A Foreign trade agency system is a convenient shortcut for internal 
manufacturers to explore the international market. It has been more than 20 years 
since the Chinese government pushed the foreign trade agency system and an 
association between manufacturers and foreign traders to promote one another.  But, 
the effect is anything but perfect. In this thesis, the author has researched into 
Chinese foreign trade agency system from perspective of historical legislation and 
present legislation, Chinese legislation and foreign legislation, theoretical 
applications and practical applications. Based on this, the author has put forward 
some suggestions towards improving the Chinese foreign trade agency system. 
This thesis includes 3 parts: the preface, the body and the conclusion. The 
body of the thesis consists of 4 chapters. 
In the first chapter, the author has researched and analyzed the differences in 
the manner of thinking and the theoretical roots of the civil law system and the 
common law system.  Based on this, the author has analyzed their differences and 
identity in theory. The author also analyzed “Convention on Agency in the 
International Sale of Goods” -the international society’s attempt to harmonize the 
international agency legislation.  
The second chapter has focused on the theoretical analyses of the foreign 
trade agency system of China. The author has discussed the origin and development 
of the agency system and its foreign trade branch system. Four basic types of 
agencies under the Chinese valid legal system were analyzed: direct agency and 
broker which were drawn from the civil law system and unnamed agency and 
undisclosed agency which were transplanted from the common law system. The 
author has discussed the following confliction in the Chinese agency system: the 
confliction between the theoretical legal goal and the practical application of the 
agency legislation; the confliction within the agency legislation system and the 
confusion of judicial practice and application.  














foreign trade agency. This chapter has four subchapters: 1) Discussing the operation 
methods used in foreign trade agency application; commission variables and 
compensation for agents when the contract has been terminated; 2) Illegal practice 
manners of agencies. 3) Popular application methods not in line with the foreign 
trade agency system. 4) Institutions which influence the agency system, but are not 
under its control.  
In the fourth chapter, by considering the previous three chapters, the author 
has put forward some suggestions to improve the Chinese foreigner trade agency 
system. These include: 1) Extending the meaning of “agency” in civil law; Making a 
clear distinction between the four different agency types; Balancing the rights and 
obligations among parties. 2) Amending existing Chinese legislation. 3) Constituting 
a single agency law stating standard agency contract guidelines, commission and 
compensation guidelines. 4) Perfecting the criterion for applicable law of the agency 
system, arbitration system, export tax rebate system, and other relevant institutions.  
At this time China is faced with the conversion from a large trading country 
to a super-power trading country. The cooperation of manufacturers and traders to 
optimize wealth was adopted widely by many developed countries. So now, it is time 
for us to perfect our foreign trade agency system to provide the necessary conditions 
for this cooperation. 
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